A  TRANSFORMER PAD. WT. = 4,800 Lbs.
B  42" LOWER SECTION. WT. = 6,400 Lbs.
C  PULLING INSERTS
D  16" X 16" CORNER KNOCKOUTS - VARIOUS SIZES AVAILABLE
E  30" X 48" ACCESS COVER
F  UNISTRUT AS REQUIRED
G  TRANSFORMER CABLE ACCESS OPENINGS AVAILABLE IN DIFFERENT SIZES.

- ASSEMBLY TO BE PLACED ON A 6" BASE OF CRUSHER RUN FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION AND EVEN LOAD DISTRIBUTION.

- ILLUSTRATION IS TYPICAL ONLY OF GENERAL SERIES CONFIGURATION; FOR SPECIFIC CONFIGURATION, CALL JENSEN PRECAST.

MINIMUM EXCAVATION SIZE:
5'-6" x 8'-6" x DEPTH REQUIRED.

8'-0" x 10'-0"
TRANSFORMER PAD
 WITH 4'-0" x 7'-0"
 x 3'-6" DEEP VAULT

PD96120